Sleek New User Interface for CEITON‘s Workflow & Scheduling Suite
With version 7, CEITON releases its adaptive new Graphical user interface (GUI) in early 2015 for all devices
including phones, tablets and desktop computers. There is now one consistent UI for all users, no matter
where they work, be it in the office or on the go with multiple devices and platforms.

Amsterdam, Sep 12, 2014 – The CEITON system is used to eliminate the effort of manual
coordination in production processes and to plan them with maximum efficiency.
Since 2000 the system has had a complete web interface (with advanced and patented technologies
such as windows, 3D visualization, drag & drop Gantt charts and trees) to allow immediate online
usage from anywhere without any installation or updating.
This interface will now be replaced step-by-step with a totally new user interface which CEITON has
been working on for two years. There were eight major requirements that clients defined for the
design and development team in Germany:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

platform independence (e.g. Web, Windows, Mac/iOS, Android, Blackberry)
optimized for touch input as well as for mouse and keyboard
great view on all display sizes from mobile to 4k HD
easier usability for intuitive usage without any training
forms are 100% extensible and changeable by clients
faster responses through client side caching of forms and data
better staff motivation through Gamification elements
modern black design for dark-light environments

The first module to be previewed at IBC is the Time Management module of CEITON which is used for
task and shift management and the corresponding time tracking. Employees and freelancers will be
the first group to take advantage of the new GUI. Users in other roles can still use the rest of the
system with their normal browsers and will also get their interfaces rebuilt in upcoming releases of the
software suite.

About CEITON
CEITON helps companies to stay efficient and organized in an ever more complex and faster world.
With the motto 'Workflow + Scheduling for People & Systems', an unmatched customizable software
platform plans and controls all types of business processes. The term CEITON is derived from Japanese
management theory and means orderliness (Seiton): automatically the right information in the right
form to the right resource at the right time (the 4 R's)!
For more information, please visit www.workflow.tv, mail at contact@ceiton.com or call +49 (341) 913
58 330 or +1 (818) 333 5111.

